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Abstract—In this paper, we consider an active distribution net-
work (ADN) that performs primary voltage control using real-time
demand response via a broadcast low-rate communication signal.
The ADN also owns distributed electrical energy storage. We show
that it is possible to use the same broadcast signal deployed for
controlling loads to manage the distributed storage. To this end,
we propose an appropriate control law to be embedded into the
distributed electrical storage controllers that reacts to the defined
broadcast signal in order to control both active and reactive power
injections. We analyze, in particular, the case where electrical
storage systems consist of supercapacitor arrays and where the
ADN uses the grid explicit congestion notification (GECN) for
real-time demand response that the authors have developed in a
previous contribution. We estimate the energy reserve required
for successfully performing voltage control depending on the
characteristics of the network. The performance of the scheme
is numerically evaluated on the IEEE 34-node test feeder. We
further evaluate the effect, depending on the line characteristics,
of reactive versus active power controlled injections. We find that
without altering the demand-response signal, a suitably designed
controller implemented in the storage devices enables them to
successfully contribute to primary voltage control.
Index Terms—Active distribution network (ADN), ancillary
services, broadcast signals, demand response, electrical energy
storage systems, primary voltage control.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE increasing penetration of distributed generation in dis-tribution networks, essentially composed by nondispatch-
able resources, renders the control of these networks compelling
and calls for active control mechanisms in order to achieve spe-
cific operation objectives (e.g., [1]–[7]). In particular, the grid
ancillary services1 typically employed in the HV transmission
networks are expected to be extended to distribution networks,
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1By “grid ancillary services” we refer to frequency support, voltage support,
black start and island operation capabilities, system coordination, and opera-
tional measurement. See, as a general reference, [8] for further details.
as was recently proposed by the European Network of Trans-
mission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) [8].
With the increasing availability of communication technolo-
gies, we envision that, in distribution networks, these types of
ancillary services can be provided by distributed and control-
lable energy resources such as generators, loads and energy
storage systems. For instance, in [5] the optimal scheduling of
generators is proposed for voltage control and minimization of
the losses in the network.2 Furthermore, forecast uncertainties
and increased volatility in the renewable energy production can
be tackled by means of local distributed energy storage systems
or elastic loads (e.g., [9] and [10]).
Most such control schemes rely on two-way communication
between the controllable entity and the distribution network op-
erator (DNO) (e.g., [11] and [12]). However, the distributed na-
ture of the controllable resources, as well as their large number
and small individual impact, motivates the use of control mech-
anisms based on one-way communication. In [13], for instance,
the charging rate of electric vehicles is controlled via broad-
cast signals so as to avoid overloading the distribution feeders.
Furthermore, the authors in [14] propose the use of a universal
broadcast signal to control the charge rate of a fleet of elec-
tric vehicles for the local compensation of renewable produc-
tion volatility.
The purpose of this work is twofold. On one hand, we
evaluate the potential of distributed energy storage systems
(ESSs) for providing primary voltage control via broadcast
signals, computed as in [15] for the control of thermal loads.
On the other hand, we investigate the possibility of using the
same broadcast signal in order to control heterogeneous energy
resources (e.g., ESSs and loads). ESSs are selected as the
targeted energy resources because they are expected to cover a
wide spectrum of applications in distribution networks. They
are characterized by charge/discharge cycles that could range
from seconds (typically in high-power applications) to hours
or even days (in high-energy applications) [16]. As a conse-
quence, ESSs are able to compensate instantaneous imbalances
(e.g., fluctuations of renewable generation), to time-shift the
energy production or consumption (e.g., slow variations in
renewable generation), and to contribute to voltage support
(e.g., [17] and [18]).
2Although the minimization of the losses does not explicitly solve the
problem of line congestion, it provides a solution that tends to be in the same
direction as congestion alleviation.
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In this paper, we assume that ESSs are used to provide ancil-
lary services to the medium voltage grid. They are assumed to
be indirectly controlled by the DNO via real-time demand-re-
sponse (DR) broadcast signals. We consider that these signals
are computed by using the “grid explicit congestion notifica-
tion mechanism” (GECN) control mechanism ([15]), which we
recall briefly in Section II. In the original setting of [15], the
control signal is meant for elastic loads that consume mostly
active power. As the ESSs can provide both active and reactive
power support to the grid, we send an additional broadcast signal
meant for explicitly controlling reactive power injections. Thus,
the controller of the loads remains the same (it simply disregards
the reactive power signal). We propose a controller design for
the ESSs that reacts to both signals, and is tailored to the char-
acteristics of the considered storage devices.
Within the context of voltage control in active distribution
networks (ADNs), it is important to point out that both active
and reactive power-injection controls play an important role for
this specific ancillary service, in view of the nonnegligible
ratio of longitudinal parameters of the medium and low voltage
lines (see Section IV-D, but also [19] and [20]). With this in
mind, we first evaluate the ESSs sizing required to improve
the network voltage profiles. Finally, we investigate the perfor-
mance of the considered real-time mechanism when mixed pop-
ulations of controllable resources with different characteristics
(e.g., size, inertia, and storage capabilities) are present in the
network.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives the neces-
sary background on primary voltage control via broadcast sig-
nals. Section III focuses on the representation of storage devices
and on the description of a specific type of ESS, namely super-
capacitors. It also describes the proposed ESS controller and in-
cludes a discussion concerning the approximate sizing of these
devices. In Section IV, the evaluation of the proposed scheme is
provided through application examples using the IEEE 34-node
test feeder where supercapacitor arrays, as well as thermostat-
ically controlled appliances are present in each network bus.
Section V provides a discussion on the comparison of the pro-
posed mechanism to traditional control methods and its appli-
cation for the control of heterogeneous populations of energy
resources. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper with the final
remarks on the benefits and the applicability of the method and
with possible future applications.
II. PRIMARY VOLTAGE CONTROL VIA BROADCAST SIGNALS
In this section, we describe briefly the principles and opera-
tions of the GECN control mechanism proposed in [15]. This
mechanism acts on a fast time-scale and is designed to provide
ancillary services to the grid by means of low bit-rate broad-
cast control signals. In order to provide primary voltage control,
GECN relies on the assumption that the DNO manages the con-
sumption of a large population of small dispersed resources in
the network. In this work we evaluate the possibility of using
the same GECN signal for controlling a heterogeneous popula-
tion of resources, namely:
Fig. 1. Control loop for the computation of the GECN signal for the con-
trol of active power. Adapted from [15].
• flexible loads, for which we control only the consumption
(mostly active power), subject to state constraints (such as
a temperature deadband);
• energy storage units, which can absorb and inject both ac-
tive and reactive power.
For the sake of presentation clarity, we do not consider the con-
trol of centralized resources, such as transformers tap changers.
However, we note that their inclusion in the control loop is
straightforward [15].
Based on real-time measurements, a state estimator provides,
at each time step, to the DNO the state of the network in each bus
: injected/absorbed active power , reactive power ,
as well as voltage phasors . The rated value of the voltage
in the network is denoted by . At the next time step, the DNO
needs tomatch as closely as possible the scheduled consumption
profile , while maintaining the system
within acceptable operating bounds in terms of voltage magni-
tude .We consider that, in absence
of control, the mismatch in bus is
and . The DNO computes desired
power adjustments in buses equipped with
controllable resources and broadcasts appropriate control sig-
nals. However, controllable resources react depending on their
internal state.
The implementation of the scheme is based on the closed-
loop control depicted in Fig. 1. At each time step, the DNO
computes the voltage sensitivity coefficients with respect to ab-
sorbed/injected power of a network bus :
(1)
for instance, by solving the linear systems of equations pre-
sented in [20], [21]. This allows for a local linearization of the
voltage deviation :
(2)
Next, the DNO computes the optimal required power adjust-
ments in the buses, which lead to the desired
operation set point for voltage control by solving the constrained
optimization problem:
subject to (3)
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where is the constraint on the power factor, , of the th
bus and the first two terms in the objective function are weighted
by parameters and .3
Finally, the resulting optimal set points,
are mapped to a signal with compo-
nents in the range corresponding to active and reactive
power adjustments in each bus . For both active and reactive
power, a negative encourages consumption, a positive in-
hibits consumption, and does not affect the behavior
of the controllable resources. Finally, the resulting variation of
the aggregate injected/absorbed power at the buses provides the
DNO with an implicit feedback with respect to the responsive-
ness of the bus resources. This variation plays a role in deciding
the control actions for subsequent time steps.
In Fig. 1, we detail this feedback loop for the active power
broadcast signal . A similar closed-loop controller is adopted
for the reactive power. In this way broadcast signals can be com-
puted for both power set points. At time , is computed as
a function of 1) the optimal set points at the current time-step
and 2) the mismatch between the optimal and the actual set
points that the DNO observed at the previous time step .
The various distributed resources in network bus receive the
broadcast signal . The local controller of a certain re-
source attached to this bus decides the action to be taken based
on the internal state of the resource and on the value of the re-
ceived signal. For example, in [15] a refrigerator controller re-
acts to a signal only if it has not already done so in the near
past, at most a predetermined number of time steps ago. This
ensures that operation in mini-cycles is avoided. Next, if this
first test is passed, the controller takes the decision of turning
on or off the refrigerator with a certain probability that depends
on the signal and on the internal state of the refrigerator (i.e.,
its internal temperature). All the details concerning this specific
aspect are given in [15].
In this work, we are interested in controlling distributed
electrical storage, in addition to flexible loads; in order to
keep the system tractable, we would like to avoid individual
point-to-point communication, from the DNO’s controller to
every storage system. It is thus natural to use broadcast signals
and to rely on state estimation for the feedback channel, as
with GECN. We go one step further and ask whether the same
GECN signal can be used for controlling together the ESSs and
the flexible loads (refrigerators). We show that this is indeed
possible, without any change to GECN, by implementing an
appropriate control law in the ESS controllers. In other words,
we propose that the same GECN signals are broadcast to the
different buses of the network;4 it is the local controller of each
elastic appliance or storage system that decides the system’s
response to the received signal. In the case of DR, it is assumed
that the elastic loads consume an amount of active power
and the corresponding proportional reactive power, obtained
3The choice of the weights in the objective function is related to the topology
of the network and the parameters of the lines (i.e., the network admittance
matrix).
4Note that even though the same GECN signals are used to control loads and
ESSs, different GECN signals are sent to the different network buses. This al-
lows controllability even in cases when different network buses have completely
different voltage profiles during the day.
via the power factor. Therefore, elastic loads react to only
one broadcast signal that is used to control their power
consumption. On the contrary, in the case of ESS control, both
broadcast signals ( and ) are used to control both active
and reactive power.
In the following section, we briefly present the model of a
given storage device used in the rest of the paper, as well as
the design of a controller suitable for its contribution to primary
voltage control.5
III. ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE REPRESENTATION
AND CONTROL
In this section, the general representation of electrochemical
energy storage systems is presented and a controller, tailored to
the characteristics of supercapacitors, is proposed.
A. General Formulation of the State-of-Charge of
Electrochemical-Based Storage Systems
The estimation of the so-called state of charge of an
electrochemical-based storage system is of great importance in
the majority of applications dealing with operation and control
of electrochemical ESSs [22].
Several methods, that use different criteria in order to esti-
mate the , are proposed in the literature. As discussed in
[23], the five most important criteria, with particular reference
to batteries, are 1) measurement of electrolyte specific gravity,
2) battery current time-integration, 3) battery impedance/resis-
tance estimation, 4) measurement of the battery open circuit
voltage, and 5) inclusion of electrolyte temperature, discharge,
rate and other battery parameters. A general equation, that de-
fines the at a specific time instant and is a combination of
the above criteria, is (e.g., [22]–[26]):
(4)
where is the ESS capacity for a constant current dis-
charge rate at electrolyte temperature , is the ESS ca-
pacity at time , is the instantaneous value of the current
and is the charge-efficiency coefficient associated to charge
and discharge phases.6
In this work, the , computed as in (4), will be in-
corporated by the storage controller as better discussed in
Section III-C.
B. Circuit-Based Model of Electrochemical ESS Applied to
the Case of Supercapacitors
A general approach in modeling electrochemical ESSs is to
represent a single cell with an equivalent circuit-based model
that simulates their behavior (e.g., [27]–[29]). These models
provide simple structures that can represent sufficiently the dy-
namic behavior of these ESSs as they are directly related to the
5The model and the local controller design for thermostatically controlled
appliances are omitted as they are described in detail in [15].
6As a first approximation can be assumed equal to 1. Specific tests
on the targeted storage systems can infer this function.
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Fig. 2. Proposed SC model in [33].
physics/chemistry of the cell configuration. The major advan-
tage of this approach is that the relationship between the cell
voltage and the current drawn or supplied to the cell can often
be expressed analytically by solving a system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations [30].
In this paper, supercapacitors (SC) have been selected as the
targeted ESS. Due to their high power density, short charge time,
and long life duration, these devices are particularly interesting
in the ESS applications that require cycles with high dynamics
(e.g., primary voltage control via fast compensation of renew-
able DG, fast charging of electric vehicles) [31]. Several cir-
cuit-based models, which can represent the SC behavior in both
steady-state and dynamic conditions, are proposed in the liter-
ature (e.g., [32] and [33]). In this work, the model developed
in [33] is considered (see the circuit model shown in Fig. 2).
This model enables to correctly represent both the quasi-static
and dynamic behavior of a SC accounting for the so-called “re-
distribution-effect” that plays a major role in the SC dynamic
response.
For this specific model, the SC terminal voltage, , is
linked to the input current, , via the following system of
ordinary differential equations:
(5)
where is the input electrode resistance; and are the
resistance and the capacitance of the so-called “SC network
system model” and; , and , are the resistances
and the capacitances of the second and third branch, respec-
tively. All the capacitances exhibit a nonlinear dependence on
the voltage. This dependence is taken into account by curve-fit-
ting measurements obtained via experimental tests. As proposed
in [33], the two current sources, and , allow for im-
proving the dynamics of the SC by taking into account the diffu-
sion of the residual charge during the charge/discharge phases
(short-time phenomenon), as well as during the redistribution
phase (long-time phenomenon).
In the rest of the paper, we assume that SC cells are arranged
in parallel and series connections suitable to form an array of a
given total energy and power capacities. A bidirectional DC/AC
converter is used to interface the SC with the network. The state
of each cell is assumed to be its terminal voltage and the evolu-
tion of this state is described by (5). In order to model the power
converter, the constraints on the AC active and reactive power
should be taken into account. The capability curve of the
converter is described by the following inequality constraint:
(6)
where is the rated power of the converter and
the active/reactive power flows on the AC side of the power
converter interfacing the SC towards the grid.
It is assumed, as a first approximation, that the DC/AC con-
verter is characterized by an efficiency independent of its
power flow. It is also assumed that this power converter can op-
erate in four quadrants.
C. Storage Controller
In comparison with [15], where active power signals were
used, the storage devices connected to a network bus receive
at each time step two broadcast control signals, for the
active power and for the reactive power. Each signal
represents a real number . The con-
trol signals reflect the DNO’s desire to inhibit
(or encourage) consumption. Hence, a negative encourages
charging, a positive encourages discharging, and
does not have an effect on the storage devices. Similarly, a neg-
ative calls for reactive power absorption, a positive re-
quests for more reactive power support, and means that
the DNO is satisfied with the current state of the ESS.
In the following, we propose a controller that takes into
account these signals. As described, in response to nonzero
signals, the SC decides to charge or discharge
an amount of energy. This decision is a function of the signals,
the , the DC voltage, as well as the previous state of the
device. When this decision is made, the controller chooses the
next state of the device as follows:
1) Upon receiving and , the controller considers
the signals as requested adjustments in its AC-side active
and reactive power set points expressed as fractions of the
rated power:
(7)
In other words, the two signals are viewed as proportional
to the desired response of the resources requested by the
DNO.
2) Once the required adjustments to the power set points are
computed, the controller verifies that the constraints on the
capability curve of the converter are respected. If this
is not the case, and are adjusted in
such a way that the total power set point is the closest to the
feasible region represented by (6). Fig. 3 shows an example
where the requested set points lead the system to a state
where the constraints of the converter are violated (point
2 in Fig. 3) and where an adjustment is required to a new
state (point 3 in Fig. 3). If the size of the SC arrays or the
capabilities of the converter are limited, then the requested
power set points are expected to be quite frequently in the
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limits of the capability curve. The proposed adjustment
is chosen in order to avoid staying on the same point in
the boundary of the PQ capability curve once this limit is
reached.7
3) The actual response of the device depends on the current
operating point , on the SC internal state
and on its state of charge ( ). The new
AC set points are computed as a moving average of the
previous operating point and the requested operating set
point filtered by a function of the :
where is a fixed gain and and are variable gains
that depend on the current of the SC. Specifically, for
the active power , when the device is
charging , and when the de-
vice is discharging . For the reactive power,
regardless of the sign of the requested reac-
tive power flow.8 This coefficient is used to filter the total
power provided by the storage devices in order to smooth
their response by accounting for their internal state.
4) The internal-state constraints of the storage device are fi-
nally taken into account. In particular, if the DC voltage has
reached a specific minimum or maximum
value, then the controller refuses to participate in the ac-
tion to avoid the intervention of the maximum/minimum
voltage relays always used in these types of systems to pre-
serve the power electronics [23]. If the limits are not yet
reached, the AC set points are transformed into DC power
requirements and, subsequently, in charging/discharging
current references as follows:
(8)
where represents the losses in the th power con-
verter. At this point the is continuously changing as a
function of the charging/discharging current based on
the model of the th ESS. For instance, in the case of super-
capacitors, is updated based on (5). Then the current
is updated so as to maintain the set point constant,
until the controller receives the next GECN signals.
D. On the Sizing of the ESSs
The sizing of an ESS is intimately coupled with its control
algorithm. In this respect, in this subsection we illustrate a pos-
sible procedure for sizing the distributed storage systems to
7It is worth observing that if the intercept on the line between points 1 and 2
on Fig. 3 is chosen as the adjusted point (instead of point 3), then once the limit
of the converter is reached and the subsequent set points are also outside of the
capability curve the controller will stay in the same set point for several time
steps.
8Note that the request of the reactive power always drains energy from the SC
through the losses in the converter regardless of the sign of the reactive power
flow.
Fig. 3. Adjustment of the requested power set points in case of violation of the
constraints of the capability curve of the converter.
fit the requests of the proposed control algorithm over a time
window of 24 h.
It is important to note that the sizing is done in terms of en-
ergy capacity. We describe below a method that, based on the
observed forecast errors for a given day in the past, determines
the required power adjustments from the storage system at each
time step. The minimum energy capacity is deduced from these
adjustments.
For the sizing procedure the DNO determines “the worst
day” in terms of forecasting errors from historical data. For
this day, the DNO has the imperfect 24-h per-bus forecasts for
load and renewable profiles by and the actual
per-bus measured power and phase-to-ground
voltage . The DNO solves at each time step the optimiza-
tion problem (3) and gets the process of optimal required power
adjustments in the buses. These lead to the
desired operation set points for voltage control for the whole
24-h period.
The solution of (3) provides profiles of set points for a
given scenario of loads and distributed generation. Once the re-
quired power adjustments are computed for each bus, the DNO
has a rough knowledge of the instantaneous amount of excess
or deficit in the active and reactive power throughout the whole
24-h period. Thus, the DNO can compute the energy and, conse-
quently, the size of storage devices that will be needed. The inte-
gral of the active power flow in each bus quantifies the required
size for a given storage system. Nevertheless, the outcome of
such a sizing remains related to the considered scenarios, and
for this reason the presented method provides only an approxi-
mate sizing.
In our case, the targeted ESSs are SCs. Therefore, as they
are characterized by high power density and low energy den-
sity, we take into account the nature of these devices and we do
not utilize them for performing energy balance. To this end, we
assumed as a worst case condition the one that involves large
instantaneous errors in the forecasted PV power production. In
particular, Fig. 4 shows the actual and forecasted daily aggre-
gated profiles of active and reactive power of all the network
buses used for the sizing of these devices, as well as the fore-
casting errors.
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Fig. 4. Actual/forecasted values of aggregated active and reactive power injec-
tions of all network buses used for the sizing of the SC arrays.
Fig. 5. Modified IEEE-34 node test feeder used for the evaluation of the pro-
posed control mechanism [34].
IV. EVALUATION
For the evaluation of the proposed mechanism we have
considered a modified IEEE 34-node test feeder as depicted in
Fig. 5. The modifications are 1) balanced lines and 2) the elim-
ination of the regulators in line segments 814–850, 852–832,
and of the shunt capacitors in buses 844, 848. The primary
substation transformer is taken into account by considering
its short-circuit internal impedance. The network load flow
problem, the SC model (5), as well as the storage control
mechanism are simulated in Matlab.
A. Test Cases
It is assumed that each network bus comprises a SC array, a
large population of heterogeneous household controllable loads
along with nonelastic demand, as well as non-dispatchable
power injections. The elastic appliances consist of refrigerators
modeled as in [15], whereas the nonelastic loads are represented
by typical 24-h curves. The main technical characteristics of
the controllable appliances are given in Table I. Throughout
the simulations, we have assumed that if an elastic appliance
responds to a GECN signal by changing its mode of operation,
then it will neglect the subsequent signals for a time window
of 8 minutes to avoid operation in mini-cycles. Concerning
the non-dispatchable power generation, we assume a PV-type
profile with peak power that changes for all buses within the
range of 60%–120% of each secondary substation peak load.
As far as the forecasting errors are concerned, two different
scenarios are considered. In the first scenario we assume a
good 24-h-ahead forecast whereas in the second scenario we
assume large forecasting errors. Fig. 6 shows the aggregate load
profile of all 34 buses in the network for both test cases, where
the convention used is that negative values represent power
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE ELASTIC APPLIANCES AND THE LOAD CONTROLLER
Fig. 6. Aggregate network active and reactive power profiles for two different
scenarios of forecasting errors in the day-ahead PV production.
injection and positive power consumption. For the first scenario
the peak values for the active and reactive power consumption
shown in Fig. 6 are 1.64 MW and 538 kvar, respectively. The
corresponding peak value for the active power production of
the distributed generation is 2.95 MW. For the second scenario
the same load profiles are used, whereas the peak value for
the active power production of the distributed generation is
4.24 MW.
B. Storage System Sizing
The SC arrays are sized approximately using the procedure
described in Section III-D. To this end, in (3) the limit value of
the power factor in bus is set to 0.9 for all network buses,
and the maximum voltage magnitude deviation is set to 0.04
(see [15] for further details). The number of cells in parallel con-
nection, , for each bus of the network is given in Table II.
The number of cells in series, , is equal to 149 for all buses.9
In the same table, we also provide the available energy of each
array, as well as the rated power that limits the capabilities of the
converter (6). The values of the energy reported in Table II are
computed as the integral of the active power flows that resulted
from the 24-h offline optimization described in Section III-D. It
is worth observing that the amount of energy per bus required by
ESSs to perform primary voltage control is in the order of few
tens of kWh. Such a limited reservoir appears compatible with a
specific economic analysis of the use of SC. In the Appendix, we
provide a brief economic analysis in order to illustrate the poten-
tial economic advantages of using SC versus Lithium-ion bat-
teries for primary voltage control. The parameters of the storage
controller, used hereafter, are given in Table III.
C. Primary Voltage Control via Distributed Supercapacitors
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the de-
signed SC controller. To this end, the DNO employs the broad-
cast signals, and , described in Section III-C. The GECN
9The number of cells in series is determined by dividing the maximum DC
voltage required, assumed here 400 V, by the SC nominal cell voltage (i.e.,
2.7 V).
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF PARALLEL SC CELLS, RATED ENERGY OF ESS AND RATED POWER
OF THE AC/DC CONVERTER PER NETWORK BUS
TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE STORAGE CONTROLLER
signals are computed and sent to the network buses each 16 sec-
onds.
In order to infer the benefits of using distributed storage for
primary voltage control, we show in Fig. 7 the initial voltage
profile in the network, as well as the improvement due to the SC
response for both test cases presented in Section IV-A. For the
sake of brevity, we show the median value of the network volt-
ages at every time step (solid line), along with the relevant 99%
confidence intervals (dashed lines). In Scenario I the improve-
ment in the voltage profile is in the order of 2%. The largest
advantage of the proposed control mechanism emerges in the
case of large forecasting errors where the maximum improve-
ment in the daily voltage profile is in the order of 6%. In Fig. 8,
the median value of the of the SC arrays is shown, as well
as the relevant 99% confidence intervals.
Finally, we show in Fig. 9, the GECN signals for the active
and reactive power sent to a single network bus. One can ob-
serve that when the forecasting errors are small, the request for
reactive power is larger than the one for active power. As ex-
plained later, this is due to the ratio of of the network lines.
Under large errors in the day-ahead PV production, however, the
GECN signal adapts itself and becomes significantly larger for
the active than for the reactive power.
D. On the Adequacy of volt/var Control in ADNs
Traditionally, voltage control is related to reactive power con-
trol (e.g., static var compensators) [35]. This is true in the case
of HV transmission networks or, in general, networks where the
ratio of the longitudinal-line resistance versus reactance is small
and the decoupling of the active and reactive power is a valid
Fig. 7. Base case and improved 24-h network voltage profiles for two different
scenarios of forecasting errors in the PV production. (a) Base case and improved
voltage profiles for Scenario I. (b) Base case and improved voltage profiles for
Scenario II.
Fig. 8. 24-h of the SC arrays for two different scenarios of forecasting
errors in the PV production.
Fig. 9. 24-h GECN signals sent to bus 840 for two different scenarios of fore-
casting errors in the PV production.
approximation. However, such an assumption is no longer ap-
plicable to distribution networks that, when performing voltage
control, require to take into account active power injections in
addition to reactive power injections.
In the following, we investigate the importance of active
versus reactive power-support for voltage control in these
specific networks. To this end, we vary the resistance of the
lines and we observe the optimal and that are able to
improve the voltage profile. Fig. 10 depicts the optimal active
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Fig. 10. Optimal active and reactive power adjustments necessary to improve
the voltage by as a function of the line parameters.
and reactive power adjustments for different values of the ratio
of the lines. Specifically, the line resistances are varied
from 0.25 to 2.75 times their initial value while the line induc-
tances are kept constant. The figure shows the values of the
optimal active and reactive power adjustments and
of bus 890 at a specific time-instant. These values are computed
in order to improve the network voltage profile by 2%. In the
same figure the light-gray line shows the actual of the
network lines. One can observe that as the value of the line
resistance is increasing, i.e., when the ratio of the lines is
increasing, the optimal active power adjustments become more
important than the relevant reactive power adjustments.
This observation has two implications. First, as in distribution
networks the ratio of the lines is, in general, not negligible,
the active power support is necessary when performing primary
voltage control. Thus, engaging demand response and ESS con-
trol mechanisms in the context of primary voltage control is
important. Second, the network characteristics are directly im-
pacting the sizing of the storage devices.
E. Coordination of Heterogeneous Populations for Primary
Voltage Control
This subsection reveals that heterogeneous controllable re-
sources in the network can contribute to primary voltage control,
by responding to the same GECN signal. We consider only Sce-
nario II and a large population of elastic thermostatically con-
trolled loads (TCLs) in each network bus (e.g., [15]), in addition
to the SC arrays. Specifically, the elastic loads are modeled as
refrigerators and represent 20% of the total peak load in each
network bus. We assume that the local controllers of the elastic
appliances, as well as the broadcast signals sent to the control-
lable resources, are as described in [15]. The DNO coordinates
with the same signal the loads and the SCs.
In order to quantify the improvement in the network voltage
profile due to the coordinated response of the different kinds
of resources, we show in Fig. 11 the base case voltage profile
and the improved voltage profile obtained when both popula-
tions react to the same signal. The maximum improvement in
the voltage profile, when all resources are considered, is in the
order of 6.5%.
In order to better understand how the different populations
contribute to the control action, Fig. 12 shows the active power
injected/absorbed by the SC array at bus 840 when the ESSs are
the only controllable resources, as well as when TCL and SC
Fig. 11. Base case and improved 24-h network voltage profiles when both SC
and TCL respond to GECN.
Fig. 12. Active power of the SC array and the elastic appliances when only SC
are controlled and when both populations respond to the GECN signals.
Fig. 13. Median value of the 24-h of the SC arrays when only SC are
controlled and when SC and TCL are coordinated.
are coordinated. Also, in this figure the aggregate active power
of the elastic loads at bus 840 is depicted for the same cases.
In Fig. 13, the median value of the SC arrays is shown
when only SC are controlled (solid line) and when both pop-
ulations respond to the signals (dashed line). Overall, one can
observe that when TCL are included in the control actions the
response of the SC is smoothed, i.e., the SC are charged/dis-
charged less when the TCL are also contributing to the voltage
control. However, the amount of voltage profile improvement
remains almost the same compared to the case of only ESS. This
indicates that part of the power that was provided by the ESSs
is now substituted by the TCL response. This result is due to
the fact that the designed control mechanism requires a given
amount of power/energy per bus, which can be provided by any
resource connected to the considered bus.
F. Application of GECN to Compensate Fast Voltage
Variations: The Case of Load Inrush
In this section, we show the capability of the proposed control
scheme to cope with fast voltage variations originated from a
large load inrush. Fig. 14 depicts one hour real measurements of
active and reactive power showing the periodic inrush of a large
load. During this hour, one can observe that the phenomenon
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Fig. 14. One-hour measurements of active and reactive power showing the pe-
riodic inrush of a large load.
Fig. 15. One-hour voltage profile of bus 840 during a periodic inrush of a large
load with and without GECN control.
of load inrush is present both in the active as well as in the
reactive power profile. The data have been sampled each second
by applying an average filtering of measured quantities.
In order to investigate the performances of the algorithm
during voltage sags in the network caused by a load inrush, we
apply the proposed voltage control mechanism to control the
SC arrays. In this scenario, the GECN signals are computed
by the DNO and sent to the network buses every second. We
assume that the load inrush occurs at bus 840 in the most loaded
period of the day (i.e., hour 7:15 to 8:15). Also, we consider
two different cases. In the first, we assume that the SC are in
their initial state with and V (SC cell
voltage). In the second case we assume that the SC are already
used up to this period of the day and we initialize their state
to the state of this specific instant taken from the simulations
presented in Section IV-C ( and V).
The results are shown in Fig. 15 where the improvement in
the voltage profile is shown for both cases. We can observe
that the voltage sags are significantly reduced and the voltage
remains within the necessary limits for safe operation. For the
sake of completeness we provide in Fig. 16. the signals used to
achieve the improvement in the voltage profile in the second
case, where the SC arrays are already utilized the moment when
the load inrush occurs. In this figure, one can observe how the
signals adjust to the specific conditions in the network.
V. DISCUSSION
In this work, we propose a control protocol that is able to
optimally exploit distributed energy storage, irrespectively of
their nature (i.e., TCL or native storage systems) for ADN pri-
mary voltage control. In our case, the ESSs are modelled as SC
arrays. However, the development of the storage controller, as
described in Section III, is not limiting as it is applicable to any
Fig. 16. GECN signals sent to bus 840 during a periodic inrush of a large load.
type of electrochemical-based storage system. Furthermore, we
assume that the SC arrays are connected to the MV network
buses and are under the propriety of the DNO for the support of
the voltage in the network. However, we expect that ESSs, due
to their ability to cover a wide spectrum of applications, will
be increasingly present in active distribution networks ranging
from large units (owned by the DNO or by individual oper-
ators) to small, distributed, local storage units (owned by the
customers of the grid). In all cases, the proposed algorithm is
designed in such a way that if the storage units are able to inter-
pret GECN signals, i.e., are equippedwith the storage controller,
they can participate in the voltage control actions, as well as in
the natural objective of ESSs, namely the local energy balance.
It is also worth observing that the proposed control mecha-
nism has been compared to the use of traditional voltage control
actuators composed by OLTCs and shunt capacitors. The sim-
ulation results, not provided here for the sake of brevity, have
shown 1) the non-effectiveness of shunt capacitors in the period
of high PV production and, 2) an increased daily use of OLTCs
that causes these components to consume their typical life on a
yearly basis (e.g., [36]). Indeed, to the best of our knowledge,
voltage regulators were not designed for fast/primary voltage
control in ADNs, which inherently requires continuous control
actions. For this reason, new literature on the use of distributed
storage systems for ADN ancillary services is emerging [18].
However, in case the DNO seeks to use traditional solutions,
the GECN mechanism can be used to provide further support to
the network, in addition to the DNO’s own resources. It is for
this reason that the proposed GECN algorithm was initially con-
ceived and designed to coexist with traditional solutions. In fact,
in [15], where the GECN algorithmwas initially presented, a co-
ordination of elastic appliances and OLTCs is considered, where
the OLTC daily operations are limited, to account for their sen-
sitive nature. In the same work, we also mention that reactive
power compensators can be directly accounted for in the pro-
posed mechanism. Furthermore, it is important to note that even
though the main purpose of GECN is voltage control, as sum-
marized in Section II of the paper, the algorithm also penalizes
deviations from the day-ahead scheduled consumption profiles
in the network, indirectly performing a sort of power balance
that reduces costs of importing energy from the external grid.
This is an additional functionality, for example, that cannot be
performed by the OLTC or the shunt capacitors.
Another contribution of this work is the description of the in-
herent flexibility of the proposed control scheme that is capable
of achieving similar improvement in the network voltage pro-
file by using solely SC arrays or a combination of ESS and DR
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by sending in all cases a common signal to the resources at-
tached to the network buses. In fact the control mechanism re-
quires a given amount of power/energy per network bus that can
be provided by any resource connected to the considered bus.
What differs in the various scenarios is the utilization of the dif-
ferent groups of resources. This is supported, for example, by
the fact that the SC are charged/discharged less when there is
presence of TCL than in the case when there is solely SC con-
trol as shown in Fig. 13. Of course, the exact utilization of the
different resources depends on several factors such as the avail-
ability of different elastic resources in the network, the charac-
teristics of the network itself and the loads/injections profiles.
For example, in distribution networks with a high R/X ratio, ac-
tive power management will play a significant role, hence the
contribution of elastic loads in the voltage control will be non-
negligible and larger ESSs in terms of energy capacity might
be required. Furthermore, due to the design of GECN, which
prohibits the operation of the elastic appliances in mini-cycles,
it is expected that, in networks where highly volatile uncon-
trollable generation is present, ESSs will contribute to voltage
support more than the elastic loads. Finally, in cases where the
availability of the elastic loads or ESSs is limited and the DNO
does not want to invest in building new infrastructure, central-
ized traditional resources might be incorporated in the GECN
scheme, such as OLTC or static var compensators (e.g., [15]).
In any case, in order to evaluate the availability of the distributed
elastic resources in the network and the needs of the network in
terms of voltage support, it is advisable that the DNO performs
offline studies prior to deploying the proposed scheme. Then,
in the case where the needs of the network are not satisfied, it
is in the DNO’s jurisdiction to decide whether to invest in new
dedicated infrastructure, e.g., ESSs, or to coordinate traditional
resources with the broadcast signals.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the extension of a demand-re-
sponse control mechanism based on low bit-rate broadcast sig-
nals, as we previously presented in [15], to control both loads
and distributed ESSs.We have verified the inherent flexibility of
the proposed control scheme that is capable of controlling non-
homogeneous populations of loads and ESSs to provide specific
ancillary services to ADNs.
The proposed control mechanism has been validated by
making reference to a typical IEEE 34-node distribution
test feeder, appropriately adapted in order to comprise dis-
tributed ESSs, a large population of heterogeneous household
controllable loads along with nonelastic demand, as well as
non-dispatchable power injections. The method is applied in
detail to an ADN that uses grid explicit congestion notification
(GECN) as a broadcast signal and is also used to size the
ESSs. The results show that the proposed storage controller
successfully contributes to primary voltage control of distri-
bution networks. Specifically, the capability of controlling the
voltage deviations via distributed storage can be up to 6%
of the network’s voltage rated value. We have also shown
that the proposed mechanism is able to compensate voltage
sags associated to the inrush of large loads. In addition, the
results indicate that the same GECN control signals are able
to sufficiently coordinate different energy resources, as long as
the latter are equipped with local controllers that can interpret
the signal and respond according to their capabilities. The
successful verification of the proposed control scheme makes it
a good candidate for dedicated experimental deployment.
APPENDIX
The use of electrochemical storage systemswithin the context
of ancillary services provided to power distribution networks
has been addressed by several contributions to the literature (e.g.
[18]). Specifically, in [18] the capability of these systems to pro-
vide voltage support to distribution networks is illustrated.
In general, the concerned technologies are represented by bat-
tery storage systems. In order to illustrate the potential econom-
ical advantages related to the use of supercapacitors versus bat-
tery technologies, this section briefly assesses the economical
comparison of the two technologies accounting both for the cap-
ital and operation investments. The assessment of this last ele-
ment has been performed using the cost per-cycle and per-kWh.
As far as the capital investment is concerned, we have consid-
ered the equivalent annual cost defined as the per-year
cost of operating a system over its life span [37]:
(9)
where is the invested capital and is the known annuity
factor. This factor is defined as
(10)
in which is the lifetime of the energy storage systems in years
and is the annual interest rate.
Concerning the evaluation of the per-cycle and per-kWh cost,
the expected number of cycles, namely the expected lifetime,
should be taken into account. The per-cycle cost is defined
as the capital cost of one full cycle of a storage device as
[37]:
(11)
Where is the depth-of-discharge, is the number of
expected cycles and is the energy delivered by the targeted
storage system per cycle.
The comparison is made with reference to SC and Li-ion bat-
teries. The general characteristics of these two technologies are
shown in Table IV. To make a fair comparison, 24 SC cells with
a rated voltage of 2.7 V and a total stored energy of 8.59 Wh
are used in order to have the same amount of energy as a cor-
responding Li-ion battery composed of a single 2.7 V cell with
a rated stored energy of 8.6 Wh. Also, it is considered that the
for both the Li-ion battery and SC equals 100%.
Table IV reports the comparison of both and . It
can be observed that, by taking advantage of the supercapacitor
lifetime, the slightly higher initial capital cost of this technology
is largely absorbed by its longer lifetime with a which is
lower than the one of the Li-ion batteries. The results reported in
Table IV show that supercapacitors are, also from the economic
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TABLE IV
EAC AND PER-CYCLE COST COMPARISON OF SC AND Li-ION BATTERY
point of view, comparable to or even outperforming the standard
battery storage systems.
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